Eager Beaver, Demons Lead Army League

Barflies, Demons Beat Snafus Wednesday Evening

The Air Force basketball team completed its second week Wednesday evening with the Eager Beaver of Company B a 10 point first for that team with the Demons of Company C. Both teams won their first two games of the oppo-

ten books and game for the future. OFFICIAL REPORT of the ARMY NATIONAL LEAGUE 114th Basketball League, an under the direction of Lt. Robert B. ast. Sports editor. The league is scheduled to run its regular season for about five more weeks at the conclusion of this season.

Battles Slip Down Snafus Wednesday evening's action was opened by a thriller between the Barflies of Company B and the Snafus of Company A. The Snafus were ahead 2 points when the Barflies cut loose some power plays to swing the contest into a victory of 31-28. Officers of the Barflies were outstanding in their performances.

The Demons were behind the Barflies tonight for the entire game. It was not until the last quarter that the Demons made a comeback to be cut down to be the second game of the evening Demons. .. 

Barflies of Company B and the Devil Dogs.

while Kluge donated four to the Snafus ... ........ 0

Barflies, Demons Beat

Leading Scorers

Matthew (Barflies) 13

Mullaly (Demons) .. .. ..

Henderson (Barflies) .. .. ..

Kelly (Demons) .. .. ..

Leadville (Barflies) 14
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